
A story of 
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Once there was this company………



Where some really cool people worked….

…in supply chain management
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They had a lot of things to do ……
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And each of them could make a big difference…….



And they knew they needed to know stuff……



STAFF QUESTIONS Know Care Can Do

SLT
0 0 0 0

Management 66 76 71 72

Supervisory
54 83 63 66

Staff
55 67 56 47
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So they brought in some help...



And started on a new journey….



And then the world changed……..

…. very quickly!!



But these 80 people had been very lucky!

Because 8 months before the world changed….

….they made a leap of faith in a new direction.



They transformed their world and could keep in contact….

….anywhere, anytime…



They could work on improvement ideas and actions….

….anywhere, anytime…



They could find any information they needed….

….anywhere, anytime…



And that’s how 80 people, got lucky 8 months 
before the world changed…

…and transformed how they manage £80 0000 000….



…..to be continued…



Disclaimer
This communication contains certain forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, those using the words “believes”, “assumes”, “expects” or formulations of a similar kind. 
Such forward-looking statements are made on the basis of assumptions and expectations that the company believes to be reasonable at this time, but may prove to be erroneous. 
Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because, by their nature, they are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which could lead to 
substantial differences between the actual future results, the financial situation, the development or performance of the company or the Group and those either expressed or implied 
by such statements. Such factors include, but are not limited to:

the general economic conditions / competition from other companies / the effects and risks of new technologies / the company’s continuing capital requirements / financing costs / 
delays in the integration of the merger or acquisitions / changes in the operating expenses / currency and raw material price fluctuations / the company’s ability to recruit and retain / 
qualified employees / political risks in countries where the company operates / changes in applicable law / and other factors identified in this communication

Should one or more of these risks, uncertainties or other factors materialize, or should any underlying assumption or expectation prove incorrect, actual outcomes may vary 
substantially from those indicated. In view of these risks, uncertainties or other factors, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements. Except 
as required by applicable law or regulation, the company accepts no obligation to continue to report or update such forward-looking statements or adjust them to future events or 
developments. It should be noted that past performance is not a guide to future performance. Please also note that interim results are not necessarily indicative of the full-year results. 
Persons requiring advice should consult an independent adviser.

This communication does not constitute an offer or an invitation for the sale or purchase of securities in any jurisdiction.

dormakaba®, dorma+kaba®, Kaba®, Dorma®, Ilco®, La Gard®, LEGIC®, Silca®, SAFLOK®, BEST®, phi® etc. are registered trademarks of the dormakaba Group. Due to country-specific 
constraints or marketing considerations, some of the dormakaba Group products and systems may not be available in every market.


